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Introduction: Purpose of this Report 

The Community Path Extension1 is one of the most important bicycle and pedestrian 

infrastructure projects in the Metro Boston region. Once completed, it will close a two-mile 

gap bridging a network of paths extending 48 miles connecting communities from Bedford 

to Boston to Newton and Waltham. The Completed Community Path2 will have significant 

benefits for air quality, public health, economic development, and reducing transportation 

costs for individuals and families in areas with higher concentrations of lower-income 

households. The Community Path Extension is also highly consistent with the 

Commonwealth’s GreenDOT and Healthy Transportation Compact policies and the recently 

announced statewide mode shift goal of tripling the annual mileage of non-auto travel by the 

year 2030. 

 

The Metropolitan Area Planning Council (MAPC), on behalf of the Friends of the Community 

Path (the Friends), developed a report highlighting key data points which can be used to 

discuss the various benefits of completing the Community Path. This report organizes and 

presents data across a number of different topic areas which include: 

 Population and employment statistics 

 Resident commuting modes 

 Existing bike and pedestrian counts on connecting shared-use paths 

 Projections for future bicycle and pedestrian use on the Completed Community Path 

 Potential benefits of constructing the Community Path alongside the Green Line 

Extension 

 Economic benefits of completing the Community Path 

 Public health benefits of completing the Community Path 

Throughout the report, blue callout boxes can be found which highlight some of the 

important benefits the Completed Community Path can provide. More information is 

provided in the Appendix to this report with details on the source for each data set and the 

method of calculating the data. 

The map on the following page shows the existing and proposed sections of the Community 

Path Extension between Cedar Street and North Point and how the proposed project 

connects to other local bike lanes and shared lanes in the area. The map also shows the 

proximity of the Community Path to the Green Line Extension, connections to open space, 

and nearby civic landmarks. 

  

                                                           
1 The Community Path Extension is defined as the Path extending from Cedar Street in Somerville to North 

Point in Cambridge 
2 The Completed Community Path is defined as the extension of the MinuteMan Commuter Bikeway between 

Alewife and North Point/Lechmere Station. 
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Proposed Location of the Somerville Community Path Extension 
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Population and Employment Statistics 

Population and employment statistics were gathered from two of the most up-to-date data 

sources available to MAPC: the 2010 US Census and 2011 InfoGroup Employment Data. 

MAPC used these data sources to determine the total population and employment within .5 

miles, 1 mile and 1.5 miles of the Completed Community Path from Alewife to Lechmere. 

These data points provide an overview of the potential user pool the Completed Community 

Path could draw from as a commuter and recreational pathway. 

 

Population Statistics 

MAPC, using the most recent population data from the 2010 US Census calculated the 

approximate number of residents living within the three different distances of the Completed 

Community Path3. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Employment Statistics 

MAPC, using new 2011 data from InfoGroup, calculated the approximate number of 

employees and businesses located within .5 miles, 1 mile and 1.5 miles of the Completed 

Community Path4. 

 

 

 

                                                           
3 All population data came from the 2010 US Census. 
4 Employee/employer data came from InfoGroup, Employment Data, 2011. 

According to the 2010 US Census, 89,000 people live within a 

half-mile of the Completed Community Path. 

According to the 2010 US Census, 180,900 people live within 

one mile of the Completed Community Path. 

According to the 2010 US Census, 261,400 people live within 

1.5 miles of the Completed Community Path. 
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The City of Somerville has significantly fewer jobs per resident than surrounding 

communities like Boston and Cambridge. The Community Path Extension will create a 

transportation link to jobs in both of these communities, as well as other communities along 

the entire network of shared-use pathways. The table below shows the jobs per resident in 

Somerville and other communities accessible by existing shared-use pathways. 

 

Population and Employment Comparison Table 

City/Town 2010 Population5 2010 Employment6 Jobs per Resident 

Somerville 75,754 21,258 0.3 

MAPC Comparable Communities 

Bedford 13,320 19,473 1.5 

Cambridge 105,162 105,861 1.0 

Boston 617,594 552,369 0.9 

Lexington 31,394 19,281 0.6 

Watertown 31,915 18,895 0.6 

Medford 56,173 17,190 0.3 

Arlington 42,844 8,009 0.2 

MAPC Region 

MAPC Region 3,161,712 1,797,048 0.6 

 

  

                                                           
5 2010 Census 
6 MA EOLWD ES 202, Employment by Sectors, 2010 

According to 2011 InfoGroup employment data, 55,300 

employees work in over 3,500 businesses within a half-mile of 

the Completed Community Path. 

According to 2011 InfoGroup employment data, 131,800 

employees work in over 8,900 businesses within one mile of 

the Completed Community Path. 

 
According to 2011 InfoGroup employment data, 376,400 

employees work in over 22,000 businesses within 1.5 miles of 

the Completed Community Path. 
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Commuting to Work 

MAPC, using data from the 2006-2010 American Community Survey, calculated the 

approximate number resident commuters7 within a half-mile of the Completed Community 

Path. Resident commuters are people who live within a half-mile of the Path, are over the 

age of 16, and commute to their place of work. This information is helpful in determining the 

percentage of people who may use the Path for commuting purposes. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The commuting patterns of those within a half-mile of the Completed Community Path 

closely mirror the commuting patterns of Somerville as a whole. The table below shows how 

the City of Somerville’s mode percentages compare to other cities and towns along shared-

use paths for driving alone, taking public transit, biking, and walking. 

Commuter Mode Share Comparison Table 

City/Town Drive Alone Public Transit Bike Walk 

Somerville 41.4% 33.5% 4.8% 10.1% 

MAPC Comparable Towns 

Cambridge 32.7% 29.9% 7.2% 24.1% 

Boston 40% 34.1% 1.5% 15.5% 

Medford 66.2% 17.6% 1.3% 4.8% 

Arlington 70.4% 17.7% 2.2% 2.5% 

Watertown 70.7% 15.4% 1.0% 2.5% 

Lexington 81.8% 7.0% 0.6% 1.3% 

Bedford 88.6% 2.4% 0.4% 2.8% 

MAPC Region 

MAPC Region 66.8% 16.7% 1.1% 6.6% 

 

 

                                                           
7 2006-2010 American Community Survey Data (Means of Transportation to Work, Commuters over Age 16) 

According to data from the 2006-2010 American Community 

Survey, only 40% of resident commuters within a half-mile of 

the Completed Community Path drive alone to work. 

According to data from the 2006-2010 American Community 

Survey, 31% of resident commuters within a half-mile of the 

Completed Community Path use transit to commute to work. 
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Transportation and Travel Statistics 

Another important benefit of completing the Community Path is the introduction of a shared-

use pathway that will provide a link to two of the most heavily used paths in our region: the 

MinuteMan and the Dr. Paul Dudley White paths. Forging this missing connection will allow 

both recreation and commuter users to connect from Bedford to Boston and beyond. The 

linking of these pathways makes it easier for residents and employees without access to a 

car to travel to destinations and do so in a healthier way. The following sections provide 

statistics on the benefits of the Completed Community Path to households with limited 

access to vehicles, regional connectivity, projected usage of the Path, and projected benefits 

of linking the Path to the Green Line Extension. 

 

Vehicles per Household 

MAPC, using data from the 2006-2010 American Community Survey, calculated the 

approximate number of vehicles per household8 within a half-mile of the Completed 

Community Path. This information is helpful in underscoring the need in an area for other 

modes of transportation besides personal automobiles. The table below shows how the City 

of Somerville compares to other communities with similar shared-use paths and to the 

MAPC region as a whole. 

 

 

 

 

Vehicle Availability Comparison Table 

City/Town Zero Vehicles One Vehicle 

Somerville 24.0% 46.1% 

MAPC Comparable Communities 

Boston 35.9% 42.0% 

Cambridge 32.0% 48.7% 

Medford 10.8% 42.5% 

Watertown 10.4% 43.0% 

Arlington 10.4% 43.5% 

Bedford 3.9% 27.6% 

Lexington 3.8% 28.3% 

MAPC Region 

MAPC Region 15.8% 36.9% 

                                                           
8 2006-2010 American Community Survey Data (Vehicles Available by Household) 

According to data from the 2006-2010 American Community 

Survey, 24% of households within a half-mile of the Completed 

Community Path do not have access to a car, and 46% have 

access to only one car. 
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Connectivity to Other Regional Paths 

The Completed Community Path will serve as the link connecting some of the most heavily 

used shared-use pathways in our region, linking numerous municipalities and creating a 

safe and healthy transportation option for both recreational users and commuters. MAPC 

compiled available data on existing regional pathways that the Completed Community Path 

would connect to in order to show the potential regional impact of completing this 

connection. The piece of the Community Path that is not currently constructed would add 

2.1 miles to the regional path network, and connect to an additional 46 miles of existing 

paths. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Regional Shared-Use Path Network Connecting to the Completed Community Path 

Pathway Name Municipalities Connected Distance of Existing Path 

Existing Community Path Somerville 1.9 Miles 

MinuteMan Path Cambridge, Arlington, Lexington, Bedford 10 Miles 

Dr. Paul Dudley White Path 
Cambridge, Boston, Watertown, Newton, 

Waltham 
23.1 Miles 

Fitchburg Cut-Off Trail Cambridge, Belmont 0.8 Miles 

Narrow Gauge Trail Bedford, Billerica 3.1 Miles 

Reformatory Branch Trail Bedford, Concord 3.8 Miles 

Alewife Brook Pathways Cambridge, Arlington, Somerville, Medford 3.1 Miles 

Total Existing Path Mileage 45.8 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Completing the Community Path would provide the 

missing connection in a network of 48 miles of regional 

shared-use pathways. 
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Regional Pathway Network with the Completion of the Community Path 
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Trips on Regional Paths 
 

MAPC compiled available trip count data from the MinuteMan, Paul Dudley White, existing 

Community Path, Fitchburg Cut-Off Trail, Narrow Gauge Trail, and the Reformatory Branch 

Trail to show the potential regional path users that could connect to the Community Path 

once completed. Bicycle and pedestrian counts were completed on these pathways in 2010, 

2011 and 2012 depending on the path. It is anticipated that all of these pathways would 

benefit greatly from the connectivity the Completed Community Path would provide, boosting 

usage for both pedestrians and bicyclists. 

 

The table below shows the average AM and PM peak hour counts for pedestrian and bicycle 

trips on each of the paths. MAPC used an average count number because many of the paths 

include several count locations and using an average helps to reduce the number of trips 

that may be double counted along the full length of the path. The counts used for each path 

were the most recent available and for consistency MAPC used only weekday counts 

because weekend counts were not available for all paths. Most of the counts were 

completed in the spring or fall and at a time when school was back in session to account for 

the large college/university student population. 

 

Unfortunately, at this point in time we do not have detailed survey data for trips regarding 

place of origin, place of work and whether the trips were for commuting or recreation 

purposes. Hopefully in the future more detailed surveys on shared-use pathways can be 

incorporated into bike and pedestrian trip counts. 

 

 

Average Weekday Trip Counts on Connecting Regional Pathways 

Pathway Name 
Pedestrian Trips Bicycle Trips 

AM Peak PM Peak AM Peak PM Peak 

Existing Community Path9 297 274 45 50 

MinuteMan10 126 93 137 157 

Paul Dudley White11 152 245 59 75 

Fitchburg Cut-Off Trail12 11 4 12 9 

Narrow Gauge Trail13 13 15 4 9 

Reformatory Branch Trail No Counts Available 

 

 

                                                           
9 City of Somerville, April/May 2011 Bicycle/Pedestrian Counts 
10 Boston Region MPO Bicycle/Pedestrian Count Database, CTPS, Spring, Summer, Fall Counts from 2010-2012 
11 Charles River Basin Pedestrian and Bicycle Study for Pathways and Bridges, Halvorson Design Partnership, Counts from 

May 2011 
12 Boston Region MPO Bicycle/Pedestrian Count Database, CTPS, Spring, Summer, Fall Counts from 2010-2012 
13 Boston Region MPO Bicycle/Pedestrian Count Database, CTPS, Spring, Summer, Fall Counts from 2010-2012 
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The Central Transportation Planning Staff (CTPS) has a large database of bicycle and 

pedestrian trip counts for paths inside and outside the MAPC region. This database includes 

AM and PM peak hour counts as well as daily counts on both weekdays and weekends. The 

collection of this data spanned from as early as 1994 to 2012 for some of the paths. CTPS 

analyzed the entire set of bike and pedestrian counts to determine what percentage of the 

total daily trips occurred during the peak hour. Overall, it appears that about 10% of total 

daily trips were on the paths during the peak hour. With this data point, we can make the 

assumption that for paths which we only have peak hour counts we assume that represents 

10% of the total daily trips. Using this assumption, MAPC has projected what typical 

weekday daily trips on the regional trails might be based on the most recent set of peak 

hour counts available14. 

 

Weekday Daily Trip Estimation on Connecting Regional Pathways 

Pathway Name Daily Ped Daily Bike Daily Total Annual Total15 

Existing Community Path 3,133 518 3,650 730,000 

MinuteMan 3,680 2,080 5,760 1,152,000 

Paul Dudley White 4,114 1,140 5,254 1,050,800 

Fitchburg Cut-Off Trail 110 120 230 46,000 

Narrow Gauge Trail 150 90 240 48,000 

Reformatory Branch Trail No Peak Hour Counts Were Available 

 

 

Trip Projections on the Completed Community Path 
 

The City of Somerville, compared to other Massachusetts municipalities, has a very high 

percentage of commuters who walk, bike or use transit as part of their daily commute to 

work. This higher percentage provides justification for the need to offer safe and direct links 

for these commuters to their places of employment. Shared-use pathways, especially those 

that connect to transit stations, can help increase the number of people walking and biking 

in an area. 

 

In an attempt to better understand the number of potential trips along the Completed 

Community Path, MAPC used three different methods to project the number of cyclist and 

pedestrian trips that may occur along the Path once completed. Projecting the number of 

trips is difficult because of limited data sources. Path and trail counts are limited in scope, 

are traditionally done for the peak hours, are not usually done annually, and do not include a 

                                                           
14 MAPC took the highest peak hour during the weekday to estimate daily ped and bike users, and then took the average of 

all the count locations along the path. Therefore daily projections may not correspond to 10% of the peak hour counts listed 

in the table on page 11. 
15

 Used 200 operating days per year for the annual total calculation which is based on the MassDOT CMAQ 
spreadsheet. 
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survey of users to determine trip purpose, origin of the trip, nor destination of the trip. These 

are all useful data points that could help to determine who is using the path, why they are 

using it, and where they are coming from and headed to. With the limited data we have at 

hand, MAPC tested three different methodologies to see which may provide the most 

realistic results, and to try to develop a range of possible projections for bicycle and 

pedestrian use. These methods include: 

1. Extrapolating peak hour counts for the existing Community Path segments to the 

Community Path Extension. 

2. Using a combination of extrapolation for pedestrian counts and a tool developed by 

the UNC Highway Research Center for bicycle counts. 

3. Utilizing the Boston MPO’s regional travel demand model to determine total trips, trip 

purpose, and trip mode for traffic analysis zones along the path network of the 

Completed Community Path, Minuteman Path, and Paul Dudley White Path. 

 

Extrapolation Method 

The City of Somerville completed bicycle and pedestrian trip counts on the existing portions 

of the Community Path in 2010 and 2011. Using the 2011 counts, MAPC estimated daily 

bicycle and pedestrian trips on the Community Path Extension by extrapolating the daily 

counts along the existing 1.9 mile section of the Community Path to the rest of the 2.1 mile 

extension. Based on existing peak hour counts from 2011, MAPC estimates that the total 

daily trips along the existing Community Path are around 3,650. By extrapolating the counts 

from the 1.9 mile section of the existing Community Path to the rest of the extension, MAPC 

estimates there could be an additional 4,746 daily trips on the Extension for a total of 8,396 

daily trips. This extrapolation assumes that each additional 1.9 mile segment of the 

Community Path Extension would have the same number of trips as the existing Community 

Path segment, and the last 0.3 mile segment would have a 0.3 share of the 1.9 mile 

segment. The table below summarizes the counts by each section of the Path. 

 

Extrapolation Method - Trip Potential of the Community Path Extension 

Community Path Section Mileage Daily Bikes Daily Peds Daily Total Annual Total 

Existing Community Path 1.9 518 3,132 3,650 730,000 

First 1.9 Mile Extension 1.9 518 3,132 3,650 730,000 

Final 0.3 Mile Extension 0.3 155 941 1,096 219,200 

Totals 4.1 1,191 7,205 8,396 1,679,200 

*The extrapolation estimates are not discounted to account for any double counting that may occur between 

the three different segments listed in the table. 

 

 

UNC Estimator Tool and Extrapolation Method 

The second projection methodology combines two different methods to estimate potential 

future use on the Completed Community Path. MAPC, using data from the US Census 

Bureau and a demand analysis tool for shared-use pathways16, developed projections for 

                                                           
16 UNC Highway Research Center, http://www.bicyclinginfo.org/bikecost/ 

http://www.bicyclinginfo.org/bikecost/
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anticipated trips by cyclists along the Completed Community Path. The demand analysis tool 

provided projections for existing and new cyclist trips that are likely to occur on the 

Completed Community Path for both commuting and recreational purposes. To project 

pedestrian trips, MAPC used the extrapolation method explained in the section above due to 

the fact that the UNC model only projects cycling use on the facility. 

 

One caveat with the demand analysis tool is that it assumes 100% of cyclists in a given area 

would use the Completed Community Path. This process fails to account for other bicycle 

facilities that are in close proximity which would draw cyclists away from the Completed 

Community Path. For the purposes of this analysis, MAPC assumed that 100% of cyclists 

(existing and new) would use the Completed Community Path and not other on- or off-street 

facilities. This tool does not take into account trip origin and destination, which in many 

cases the Completed Community Path would not be the fastest or most direct route for a 

person’s trip (walking or biking). These two factors likely lead to an overestimate of cyclist 

trips on the Completed Community Path because Somerville and surrounding municipalities 

have bike lanes, shared-lanes, and off-street paths that may be faster or more direct options 

for cyclists and pedestrians. 

 

UNC Tool and Extrapolation Method - Trip Potential of the Completed Community Path 

Community Path Mileage Daily Bikes Daily Peds 
Daily 

Total 

Annual 

Total 

UNC Model – Bike Trips 
4.1 

8,380 N/A 8,380 1,676,000 

MAPC Extrapolation – Ped Trips N/A 7,205 7,205 1,441,000 

Totals 4.1 8,380 7,205 15,585 3,117,000 

 

 

Trip-Based Method 

The third projection methodology utilizes the Boston Region MPO’s travel demand model 

which can project trips by purpose and mode within and between traffic analysis zones 

(TAZ). MAPC used the modeling data to determine the number of total trips by mode that are 

being made in and between TAZs within a half-mile of the MinuteMan, Dr. Paul Dudley 

White, and Completed Community Path. A half-mile buffer was used because it is more likely 

that pedestrians and bicyclists within a half-mile of the paths would use the path network for 

their trips versus travelers within 1.5 miles. The overlap among TAZs within 1.5 miles 

becomes greater and the likelihood of travelers using the path network becomes smaller 

since there are other walking and biking routes that may be faster and more direct. 

 

The regional travel demand model projects how many individual trips are being made by 

those driving alone, carpooling, taking transit, and walking/biking. According to the model, 

there are approximately 14,325 walking and biking trips occurring among all the TAZs within 

a half-mile of the three connected paths. The model also projects that very few 

walking/biking trips are occurring between TAZs within a half-mile of the MinuteMan to/from 

TAZs within a half-mile of the Dr. Paul Dudley White path.  
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Half-Mile TAZ Map 
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Regional Travel Demand Model Estimates 

Origin-Destination Corridor 
Daily Bike/  

Walk Trips 

Annual Bike/ 

Walk Trips 

Minute Man to Paul Dudley White 5 1,000 

Minute Man to Community Path 1,645 329,000 

Paul Dudley White to Community Path 12,675 2,535,000 

Totals 14,325 2,865,000 

 

 

A majority of the trips are occurring between TAZs within a half-mile of the MinuteMan and 

Completed Community Path, and between the Dr. Paul Dudley White and Completed 

Community Path. This is a result of these path combinations having end points in and 

around downtown Boston, a major trip destination for work and non-work related trips. Given 

the estimates from the model, it shows that completing the Community Path could provide a 

direct connection from both the MinuteMan and Paul Dudley White paths to downtown 

Boston and back for cyclists and pedestrians. 

 

Bike and walk trips form the highest mode used within this geography at 40%. Drive and 

transit trips each form about a quarter of the trips along the half-mile buffer area. These 

other modes, especially the auto trips represent the pool of potential trips that could switch 

to walking or biking if the Community Path is completed. Similar to the walking/biking trips, 

the drive alone trips have a majority that begin within a half-mile of the MinuteMan and Paul 

Dudley White and end along the Completed Community Path.  

 

The trip-based method estimates the number of trips (not people) as a potential that can be 

captured by the Completed Community Path. Similar to the UNC method, this method 

assumes that all walk and bike trips will be along the Completed Community Path, and does 

not account for use of other bike and pedestrian facilities that those trips could potentially 

use. Due to these assumptions, the estimate of potential new trips along the path is at the 

higher end.  

 

Projection Comparison 

The three different methods used to project the number of trips (bike and ped) yielded three 

different totals each with their own set of assumptions. The MAPC extrapolation method 

uses actual bike and pedestrian counts from existing sections of the Community Path while 

the other two methods rely on models and assume that 100% of the cyclists and 

pedestrians will only use the Completed Community Path. In reality, not all cyclists and 

pedestrians will exclusively use the Completed Community Path for their trips since 

Somerville has a well-connected sidewalk network and an expanding on-street network of 

bicycle facilities. 

 

MAPC believes that the extrapolation projection represents a conservative estimate of how 

many users could be expected on the Completed Community Path on a typical weekday. 

Weekend volumes would likely be higher given the regional nature of the pathway and that it 

connects to two very popular weekend destination paths (MinuteMan and Paul Dudley 
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White). If the Completed Community Path averaged 8,396 users per day, the Path could 

expect to see over 3,000,000 trips taken in a year. 

 

At this time, it is difficult to predict what the mode shift from driving to walking/cycling would 

be if the Community Path were completed, but it is assumed that with an added option like 

the Path there would be mode shift associated with its completion. If even 5% of the driving 

trips within a half-mile of the entire pathway network were shifted to walk and bike trips, the 

Completed Community Path could see an increase of over 150,000 trips. 

 

Summary Table of Projection Results 

Projection Method Daily Total Annual Total 

MAPC Extrapolation 8,396 1,679,200 

UNC Model 15,585 3,117,000 

Boston MPO Trip-Based Method 14,325 2,865,000 

 

 

Projecting Trips in the Year 2035 

The three methods of projecting trips discussed above provide trip potentials based on 

2010 population, employment, and trip patterns. MAPC also developed a methodology for 

projecting what the trip totals could be in the year 2035 if the Community Path were 

completed. Similar to the Boston MPO Trip-Based Method described in the previous section, 

MAPC used a combination of TAZ trip pairs from the regional travel demand model and the 

MAPC population projections to determine how many additional trips could be made on the 

Completed Community Path in 2035. 

 

MAPC utilized our population and household projections to determine the growth in 

households within a half-mile of the Completed Community Path, MinuteMan Bikeway, and 

Dr. Paul Dudley White Path. 

 

Summary Table of Household Growth Projections 

Path 2010 HH 2035 HH % Change 

Completed Community Path 40,000 47,000 18% 

MinuteMan 26,000 29,000 12% 

Dr. Paul Dudley White 42,000 50,000 19% 

 

Using the 2010 total trips and total households in the half-mile area of these three paths, 

MAPC calculated the trips per household in 2010 and then applied that number to the 

amount of new households projected in 2035. Then, we applied the 2010 mode share 

percentage for walk/bike trips to the total new trips in 2035 to estimate the number of 

potential trips the Completed Community Path could see in the future. The table below 

shows the potential range of increased trips on the Completed Community Path in 2035. 
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Summary Table of Projected Daily Trip Growth from 2010-203517 

Path 
2035 Trips 

(shown as a range) 

Low % 

Change 

High % 

Change 

MinuteMan to Paul Dudley 

White 
0 0% 0% 

MinuteMan to Community 

Path 
1,270 – 1,345 11% 18% 

Paul Dudley White to 

Community Path 
3,465 – 3,535 16% 19% 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The ranges shown in the table above provide a low and high estimate for how much trips 

could increase between each pair of paths from 2010 to 2035. Completing the Community 

Path has clear user benefits to not only those households within a half mile of the 

Completed Community Path, but also those along the MinuteMan and Paul Dudley White 

paths. 

Increases in Path Use because of a New Connection 
 

The completion of the Community Path is expected to greatly increase use not only on the 

Community Path but on the other connecting pathways like the MinuteMan or Paul Dudley 

White. There are other examples from across the United States showing the benefits of 

creating a new connection between two existing shared-use pathways. 

 

 In San Jose, the Guadalupe River Trail had a grade-separated and paved under-

crossing connection constructed beneath the Airport Parkway creating a safer and 

                                                           
17

 Non-home based trips are not included in this calculation because was not possible to determine where future 
employees would be coming from and what mode they would be using for commute trips. 
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more direct connection for the pathway. A trail count in 2008, after construction, 

showed an 86% increase in trail use18. 

 The 5.5 mile Midtown Greenway in Minneapolis was constructed in three separate 

phases. Trail use increased from 2003 to 2008 by 260% as a result of each 

subsequent phase connecting to the previous19. 

 The Ghost Town Trail in Indiana County, Pennsylvania had a bridge constructed that 

connected two existing trail segments. After the bridge was constructed, trail use 

increased by 21.5%20. 

 

The Completed Community Path’s Impact on Green Line 

Ridership 
 

MBTA rapid rail stations (i.e. Red Line, Green Line, Orange Line, etc.) are accessed by many 

different modes of transportation. Users drive, are dropped off, connect via other public 

transit routes, bike, and walk. Looking at the 2008-2009 MBTA passenger survey data 

collected at stations across the MBTA system, the percent of rapid rail users accessing the 

station via bike vary widely. For instance, the percentage of cyclists accessing the Alewife 

station on the Red Line is around 6%21, while cycle access at many Green and Orange Line 

stations average between 0% - 1%22.  

 

There are many factors that impact the percentage of MBTA users accessing a station by 

bike including: 

 Population and employment densities 

 Availability of quality bike parking at the station 

 Connectivity of bike infrastructure to the station 

 Safety and efficiency of biking to the station 

 Travel time of biking and taking transit versus just biking to an end destination 

 

In developing the projected benefits of the Completed Community Path on future Green Line 

Extension ridership by station, MAPC incorporated the factors listed above and also utilized 

the following data points: 

 Commuting population within 1.5 miles of Alewife, Davis, Lowell, Gilman, 

Washington, and Lechmere stations 

 Bicycle mode share of the commuting population within 1.5 miles of each station 

 Existing and new cyclists by station area, based on projections from the UNC Highway 

Research Center demand analysis 

 Existing or projected ridership at each station along the Completed Community 

Path23 

                                                           
18

 http://www.sanjoseca.gov/DocumentCenter/View/6514 
19 Brown, Aaron M., "A Greenway Runs Through it: The Midtown Greenway and the Social Landscape of Minneapolis, 

Minnesota" 2010.Honors Projects. Paper 21 
20 http://www.indianacountyparks.org/trails/gtt/gtt.html 
21 2008-2009 MBTA Systemwide Passenger Survey, CTPS 
22 Ibid. 
23 2009 Draft Environmental Impact Report, Green Line Extension, MassDOT 

http://www.sanjoseca.gov/DocumentCenter/View/6514
http://www.indianacountyparks.org/trails/gtt/gtt.html
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The Completed Community Path is an interesting case as far as shared-use pathways are 

concerned. Currently, there is a missing gap in the regional shared-use pathway network 

between the MinuteMan and existing Community Path and the paths along the Charles River 

in Cambridge and Boston. The proposed Community Path Extension would provide this link. 

The question that remains is:  How many users of the Completed Community Path would use 

the facility to access transit stations versus those who may stay on the Path and bike to their 

end destination? 

 

MAPC feels that use of the Path will be high given the relative lack of facilities in close 

proximity and the ability of the Path to link to other regional shared-use facilities. But, by 

constructing the Path it also makes a bike commute from Somerville to Boston fast, safe 

and easy which may lead cyclists to not take the Green Line and instead bike directly from 

their point of origin to their end destination. For instance, a commuter from the Gilman 

Station area may have to complete the following steps for a completed origin/destination 

trip to Boston: 

1. A one mile bike commute to the station (approximately 5 minutes if biking 12MPH) 

2. Lock up their bike at the station (3 minutes to park and lock bike) 

3. Wait for a Green Line train during the peak hour (5 minutes)  

4. Ride the train into Boston (16 minutes) 

5. Walk to their end destination from Park Street station (5 minute walk, based on end 

destination being within ¼ mile) 

 

Based on this trip, the estimated cumulative travel time is around 34 minutes door to door. 

It is likely to be faster for that person to bike from the Gilman Station area on the Completed 

Community Path to their end destination in Boston rather than take the extra step of riding 

the Green Line. The same trip taken by bicycle without a transfer to the Green Line could 

take as little as 18 minutes based on a cyclist traveling an average of 12 MPH. 

 

This same phenomenon can be seen along the Orange Line with the Southwest Corridor 

Path. There are very few bike access trips to Orange Line stations that are also along the 

Southwest Corridor Path. Bicyclists are more likely to continue down the Corridor Path than 

get off and take the Orange Line. Not taking the train also has health benefits for cyclists as 

well as travel time benefits. 

 

There are cases where connecting cyclists to Green Line stations becomes beneficial such 

as: 

 During inclement weather conditions 

 Users of the MinuteMan who have end destinations along the Green Line 

 Users traveling to destinations along the Green Line further than Downtown Boston 

(i.e., Boston University, Boston College, Brookline, Newton, etc.) 

Given this information and these considerations, MAPC developed projections for how many 

cyclists would access the four Green Line stations along the Completed Community Path 

each day for a variety of trip purposes. 
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MAPC also projected the number of pedestrians that may use the Completed Community 

Path to access the four new Green Line Extension stations. According to data from the City 

of Somerville, approximately 20% of Red Line riders at Davis Square use the existing 

Community Path to access the station at the west head house. MAPC used this 20% 

pedestrian arrival figure to estimate arrivals at the new Green Line stations by pedestrians 

using the Completed Community Path. MAPC estimates that approximately 3,800 

pedestrians will use the Completed Community Path to access the stations based on 

projected ridership at each of the four stations and a 20% arrival rate. We do believe this 

estimate represents the upper bounds of the access potential at the Green Line stations. 

The sidewalk network in Somerville is well connected and pedestrians are likely to access 

the new stations using this network and the Completed Community Path. 

 

. 

 

 

 
 

Economic Benefits 

One of the newer areas of research around shared-use pathways and bicycle facilities is the 

positive impact these investments can have on the local and regional economy. 

Communities from around the US have experienced benefits such as the opening of new 

The 2009 DEIR projected that combined daily ridership at 

Lowell, Gilman, Washington Street, and Lechmere stations 

would be 19,300. 

It is projected that approximately 581 (116,200 annually) 

cyclists would use the Community Path to access the Lowell, 

Gilman, Washington Street, and Lechmere stations each day. 

Of these 581 cyclists, approximately 284 (56,800 annually) 

would access the station for commuting trips and 186 (37,200 

annually) would access the station for education trips. 

Of these 581 cyclists, approximately 212 (42,400 annually) 

would be new cyclists who are not cycling in the absence of 

the Community Path. 

Approximately 3,800 (760,000 annually) pedestrians will use 

the Completed Community Path to access the four new Green 

Line stations each day. 
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businesses, fewer vacancies in retail areas, higher retail sales volumes resulting in healthier 

businesses and sale tax benefits, and higher property sale prices. Heavily utilized bike and 

pedestrian facilities can bring more patrons to businesses in the community by providing 

new connections for local residents and a recreational option for out-of-town visitors. The 

current level of research and results based on user spending patterns has not been 

generalized enough to apply across the board to urban pathways like the Completed 

Community Path. Results have been very path specific and rely primarily on actual survey 

results from each individual path. Many of the survey studies have taken place along 

shared-use paths in rural and suburban locations, which may not be directly comparable to 

an urban pathway. This section provides some general information about the economic 

benefits that other paths have created in their local and regional economies. 

 

Local Spending Benefits 
 

Shared-use pathways have been shown to have direct links to tourism and increased 

spending on retail, services and hospitality sectors in rural and suburban locations where 

the pathway is the major draw. A study of the Outer Banks in North Carolina estimates that 

tourists who came specifically for bicycling generated approximately $60 million a year for 

the local economy, nearly nine times the cost of building the facility24. The Greenbrier River 

Trail in West Virginia has estimated through user surveys that more than half of its users 

spend more than $100 per visit25. 

 

Shared-use pathways and other bicycle and pedestrian facilities can also have a positive 

impact on the local economy in the form of new businesses and jobs. In 2008, the City of 

Portland, Oregon estimated that bicycle-related industries accounted for nearly $90 million 

in direct economic activity with 60% coming from the retail, repair, and rental sectors. Since 

2006, these sectors have grown by 50% and increased the number of jobs from 850 to 

1,15026. 

 

Studies have been conducted both nationally and internationally to look at the amount 

cyclists spend at local businesses and the frequency of their trips. Several of these studies 

have revealed that consumers arriving to stores by bike spent similar amounts when 

compared to consumers who drive to the same store, but cyclists tend to make more trips 

per week. When you look at both the spending amounts and the frequency of trips, cyclists 

end up out-spending their auto counterparts over the course of a week. Portland State 

University researchers have been surveying consumers at local bars, restaurants, 

convenience stores, and grocery stores and have found that cyclists spend less per trip at 

these destinations but make more trips per month. When they totaled up the monthly 

spending across business categories, cyclists spend on average $14 more per month than 

drivers27. This initial information suggests that cyclists can play an important part in the local 

                                                           
24 Clifton, Morrissey, and Ritter, Business Cycles: Catering to the Bicycling Market. TR News 280, May-June 

2012 
25 Ibid 
26 Ibid 
27 Ibid 
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retail and service economy, and bicycle and pedestrian linkages and accommodations to 

and in business districts should not be an afterthought. 

 

Property Value Premiums 
 

Research from around the United States also found that residential properties have been 

listed or sold with a premium based on proximity to shared-use pathways, especially those 

adjacent to the pathway. In 2002, the National Association of Realtors and the National 

Association of Home Builders ranked trails as the second most important community 

amenity out of a list of 18 choices28. In 2004, the National Association of Home Builders 

ranked trails as the number one amenity29. These trends show the demand for paths in 

close proximity to where people live as both a recreational and commuter amenity. Pathways 

have also been shown to have positive benefits to residential properties with little to no 

negative impacts. 

 

The MinuteMan Commuter Bikeway offers an interesting localized example of the economic 

value on adjacent properties. In 2006, realtor Craig Della Penna of The Murphys Realtors, 

Inc. looked at property sales data for homes along the MinuteMan and the Nashua River 

Rail Trail system and found that homes near the trails sold closer to the list price and in a 

faster time frame than properties not located near the trails. This analysis showed that 

homes near the trails sold at 99.3% of the list price compared with 98.1% for other homes 

sold in the towns. Homes near trails also sold in an average of 29.3 days compared to 50.4 

days for the other homes30. 

 

Connections to New Development 
 

Shared-use pathways can also be an excellent way to connect existing parts of a community 

to areas of new development or redevelopment. According to the City of Somerville, there 

are a number of underutilized parcels particularly in the Inner Belt/Brickbottom area that 

could be prime locations for redevelopment when the Green Line Extension is completed. 

These parcels would also be in close proximity to the Completed Community Path if 

constructed, providing yet another transportation connection to residents and 

employers/employees in the area. The following two statistics31 show the potential 

economic development benefits of constructing the Green Line Extension and Community 

Path Extension in close proximity to these areas. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

                                                           
28 Rails to Trails Conservancy, Economic Benefits of Trails and Greenways 
29 Rails to Trails Conservancy, From Trail Towns to TrOD: Trails and Economic Development, 2007 
30 Della Penna, Craig. Home Sales near Two Massachusetts Rail Trails. January, 2006. 
31 City of Somerville, TIGER II Application, Community Path 

According to data from the City of Somerville, there is 

approximately 7-10 million square feet of potential development 

space that could be accessible from the Completed Community 

Path. 
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Benefits to Environmental Justice Populations 

Environmental Justice (EJ) Populations are defined as those with high minority, non-English 

speaking, low-income, or foreign born populations. These areas are mapped based on the 

percentage of the population which falls under any of the above listed criteria32. Qualifying 

percentages are set by the Commonwealth. EJ populations are often more dependent on 

other modes of transportation besides personal automobiles, and the Completed 

Community Path would have specific benefits for residents falling under these categories. 

These populations are also often negatively impacted by air pollution effects and lack good 

access to open space/recreation options. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

A map of the Community Path in relation to Environmental Justice population areas can be 

seen on the next page. The Community Path Extension travels almost exclusively through 

Environmental Justice areas in Somerville.  

                                                           
32 MassGIS, http://www.mass.gov/mgis/cen2000_ej.htm, Data based on 2000 Census 

Approximately 23% of the total population within a half-mile of 

the Completed Community Path fall within the minority 

category of the EJ Population count, 23% fall within the foreign-

born category, and 7% fall within the English proficiency 

category. 

According to data from the City of Somerville, there are 

approximately 104 acres of underutilized land within a half-mile 

of the Completed Community Path. 

 

http://www.mass.gov/mgis/cen2000_ej.htm
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Public Health Benefits 

Residents in certain areas of Somerville are impacted by poor air quality resulting from I-93 

cutting through the City, diesel commuter rail trains traveling through the City and a high 

concentration of local roadways serving neighborhoods in Somerville. Residents in these 

areas have higher rates of asthma, lung cancer and heart conditions. The Completed 

Community Path would provide added public health benefits to the residents in Somerville 

by creating a recreational path that can be used for exercise and active transportation, as 

well as connecting residents to parks and open space. The Completed Community Path 

would also help reduce vehicle trips in the area by replacing them with cycling and walking 

trips, and provide a safe and efficient connection to the Red Line and future Green Line 

Extension. 

Vehicle Reduction 
 

Removing vehicle trips from many already congested roadways in the Somerville area will 

have both air quality and mobility benefits for the City and region. The Completed 

Community Path will reduce vehicle miles traveled (VMT) and take cars off the road and 

replace them with walking and biking trips. Constructing the connection in this regional 

pathway system will make it easier, safer and more efficient for cyclists and pedestrians to 

travel from their points of origin to their destinations. 

 

MAPC used the Boston Region MPO’s Congestion Mitigation and Air Quality (CMAQ) 

spreadsheet calculations to quantify the VMT reduction and air quality benefit of the 

Community Path Extension33. The CMAQ spreadsheet projects a VMT reduction of 24,735 

miles per day and a reduction of approximately 2,800 metric tons of CO2 per year34. This is 

the equivalent to removing 552 cars from the road during the course of a year. This is an 

important statistic because the City of Somerville currently has the most lane-miles of road 

per square mile of any municipality in the Commonwealth, with many being used as cut-thru 

roads to get to and from Boston. A high density of roadways leads to poor air quality and 

negative health impacts on the most vulnerable populations across the City. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

                                                           
33

 The CMAQ calculations assume that all users on the Community Path were previously driving and does not 
discount air quality benefits by taking into account users who are already walking and biking. 
34 US EPA Air Quality Calculations: http://www.epa.gov/otaq/climate/documents/420f11041.pdf 

Somerville has the most lane-miles of road per square mile of 

any municipality in the Commonwealth at 25.7 miles per 

square mile. 

The Community Path Extension could provide emissions 

reductions equivalent to removing 552 cars from the road per 

year. 

http://www.epa.gov/otaq/climate/documents/420f11041.pdf
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Increases in Open Space 
 

The Completed Community Path, running from Alewife to Lechmere, not only creates 

significant connectivity for pedestrians and cyclists, but it also provides additional open 

space for parts of the City that are not well-connected to neighborhood or regional parks. 

The Community Path Extension, between Cedar Street and Lechmere, would add 

approximately 4 acres of recreational and open space for the City on top of the 12 acres the 

existing pieces of the Community Path already provides. The Completed Community Path 

also creates valuable connections from neighborhoods and businesses to other larger open 

spaces and recreational fields throughout the City. 

 

Within a half-mile of the Completed Community Path, users would have access to 

approximately 146 acres of open space. Currently about 9.7% (257 acres) of the total land 

area in Somerville is designated as open space, parks, or recreational fields. If the 

Community Path Extension is completed, it would increase to 9.9%. On a per capita basis, 

the City would have around 0.003 acres of open space per resident. While this may 

represent a very small percentage increase, the Community Path Extension provides a very 

important recreational opportunity in Somerville. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Health Benefits 
 

Completing the Community Path will have significant health benefits for the pedestrians and 

cyclists who use the facility. The Community Path Extension will provide the link connecting 

over 40 miles of continuous off-street paths which will have direct impacts on improving air 

quality, lowering risk for obesity, diabetes, heart disease, stroke and other chronic health 

conditions, and increasing hours of exercise. MAPC calculated hours of exercise, calories 

burned and pounds burned per person during the course of a year by pedestrians and 

cyclists along the Path. 

In 2008, a Somerville survey of 906 residents revealed that the 

existing Community Path section from the Cambridge line to 

Cedar Street was the most heavily used recreation space in the 

City. 

The Completed Community Path provides access to 146 acres 

of open space within a half-mile of the facility. 

The Community Path Extension would add 4 acres of open 

space to Somerville. 
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Health Benefits per person per year35 

 

 

 

 

 

 

*If all other variables are held equal, this is the average amount of calories/pounds lost per person per year. 

This does not take into account that people who exercise more may increase their caloric intake offsetting 

some of the weight loss benefits of exercise. 

 

 

The availability of this off-street path connection not only has benefits for exercise and 

reducing risk of obesity, it also helps prevent deaths that may have otherwise occurred 

absent the construction of the Path. Using the three projection methods, MAPC calculated 

the reduced number of deaths per year that could be attributed to completing the 

Community Path. 

 

Number of Deaths per year Prevented by Completing the Community Path36 

 

The dollars saved under the three scenarios is based on the amount researchers have 

determined Americans are willing to pay to avoid death. This compensation takes into 

account a variety of adverse conditions people are willing to accept or avoid based on a set 

monetary amount. The number of deaths prevented per year is multiplied by the value of a 

statistical life to get to the amount of money saved per year. 

 

Besides the benefits of reducing obesity and preventing loss of life, the Completed 

Community Path will also help reduce factors of morbidity like heart disease, diabetes, 

                                                           
35 Benefits were calculated based on 200 walking/biking days per year, benefits were calculated on a per 

person basis. The estimated average weight of 150lbs and cycling at 10-12MPH for cyclists, average weight of 

150lbs and walking at 3.5MPH for pedestrians.  
36 Statistics based on the World Health Organization’s Health Economic Assessment Tool (HEAT). The US EPA estimates the 

value of a statistical life (VSL) at $6.9 million dollars. This value is based on the amount people are willing to pay for small 

reductions in their risks of dying from adverse health conditions that may be caused by environmental pollution. 

 

Projection Method 

Cycling Deaths 

Prevented 

Walking Deaths 

Prevented 

Total Deaths 

Prevented 

Dollars Saved 

(in Millions) 

MAPC 1.5 5.3 6.8 $47 

UNC 5.1 5.3 10.4 $72 

MPO Model 4.3 7.9 12.3 $85 

MAPC estimates that the hours of exercise per person per year 

are 120 hours for a cyclist and 80 hours for a pedestrian. 

MAPC estimates that the calories burned per person per year 

are 49,000 for a cyclist and 18,000 for a pedestrian. If 

converted to pounds lost per person per year it is 14 pounds 

for a cyclist and 5 pounds for a pedestrian*. 
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stroke, and many others that can lead to health complications and death. The large number 

of roadway miles within and cutting through Somerville creates high levels of air pollution 

increasing levels of inhalation and chances of health risks. The Completed Community Path 

will provide an active recreation and commuter route for cyclists and pedestrians which will 

help to improve overall air quality and reduce the health risks in the City. 

 

Conclusion 

The Community Path Extension would have measurable benefits for transportation, air 

quality, public health, economic development, and general livability within the City of 

Somerville. Usage of the Path by both commuters and recreational users would be high, with 

modest benefits to ridership for stations along the proposed Green Line Extension. One of 

the biggest benefits of completing the Path in full is the linking of four regionally significant 

shared-use pathways creating a continuous route from Bedford to Boston and beyond. 

Completing the Community Path is also consistent with the goals of GreenDOT and the 

Healthy Transportation Compact, and will help the Commonwealth reach its new mode shift 

goal of tripling the number of non-auto miles traveled by the year 2030. If the 

Commonwealth is going to increase the total number of person miles traveled by walking 

and biking, then constructing shared-use pathways that connect housing, employment, 

recreation, daily needs, and transit would help achieve this goal. 


